The personalization of bank forms can be so easy
Let your bank forms personalized efficiently and cost-effectively! With our own developed web-to-print
solution succeeds you quickly and easily.
With the intuitive operation, you can find your way from the first minute and effortlessly go through the
ordering process.
Our system is constantly evolving and meets the latest development and safety standards. Your data is safely
stored in our ISO 27001 certified data center.

It's so easy
Select the required document and order quantity in the online shop. With the activation of the customer data,
the input fields will be automatically filled out. Confirm the information to get your print preview. Now click on
"Order". Finished!

Your advantages at a glance
-

Intuitive and fast ordering process
No typos and less effort by getting the current customer data
Use of the banking app: With our solution you receive the vouchers with a QR code without additional
costs
Variable reimbursement: Invoicing directly to the customer or to the bank
Just-in-time production
Shipping with the delivery note in the CI of your bank to the branch office or directly to the customer
Revision-safe order archive with order and shipment tracking
Assignment of user rights for the classification of possible uses
No contract or minimum order quantities - we count on your satisfaction
Topicality of the official guidelines for payment forms and automatic adjustments

Of course, our bank forms are produced on the base of the guidelines of the uniform payment transfer forms,
which were passed by the central associations of the German banking industry and the German Federal Bank.

Our efficient workflow tools and services make your work easier
Our system is composed of different modules and is constantly being developed. Below you will find further
information about the individual components.

The end customer shop
In future, bank customers will be able to personally personalize and order payment orders via the end
customer shop.

That´s how it works:
Together with you, we set up an online shop for the personalization of bank forms. After the release, include
the link to the shop on your website. This way, the customer is automatically routed to the online shop.

Your advantages at a glance
-

Your offer to your customers is a high quality service and benefit from a huge saving effect. Because
you don´t have to do any effort for it
You decide which document variants you provide in the shop
Your CI will be respected, all supporting documents will be delivered with the logo of your bank
The security and privacy are still guaranteed
The check-number-control checks the account number for correctness. This ensures that only your
customers can order receipts
The payment methods PayDirekt, Giropay, direct debit and credit card are available

The Permission Center
More security during the ordering process
Do you like to play safe while youre ordering personalized bank forms? Then use our permission center! Here
you can easily define one-level or multi-level approval processes in the Web-to-Print Portal. This ensures that
the responsible employees only validly issue orders after approval. That ensures maximum safety!

Your advantages at a glance
-

-

More security: Four eyes see more than two. The approval process helps you to avoid incorrect orders.
Multi-level approvals: Would you like to have your order process released in two stages? No problem!
Because in the Release-Center, you have the option to deposit both the supervisor and the
administrator.
Everything is documented: Thanks to the integrated documentation, you can always track what was
released when and by whom.

The OSPlus interface
For more comfort and security - for savings banks
Would you like to edit your forms even easier and safer? This works with the connection to OSPlus via Crednet:
Just enter the account number in the respective form and the account holder and the address are
automatically filled in advance. This saves you a great deal of time and reduces the risk of incorrect data entry
to a minimum.

Your advantages at a glance
-

More convenience: With the dynamic interface to OSPlus, you can access all customer and address
data. Always up to date and secure.

-

Faster than ever: An order process only takes a few seconds - just enter the account number. Finished!
All other data will be filled automatically.
Save costs: Misprints due to typos or old address data are now a thing of the past. This saves you time
and money.

The IBAN generator
The IBAN generator integrated in the ordering process automatically translates the account number into the
IBAN format. This additionally checks whether the IBAN displayed in the document actually exists. This way,
incorrect information is easily avoided!

The audit-proof order archive
With the order archive your audit-proof is so easy. Selected persons have access to an audit-proof overview of
all orders placed - with retroactive effect over three years. The data can be evaluated quickly and accurately by
means of an Excel export. In addition, each user receives a quick overview of the last orders placed, as well as
insight into the current processing status.

The check number administration
For simple and error-free administration of the check number cycles, a specially developed function is available
for authorized users. The numbers are first defined and automatically assigned when placing an order. This
eliminates double number assignment, regardless of whether the SEPA check variants have been assigned a
single or a differentiated group.

Our billing service
Benefit from our unique and flexible billing service
Orders are shipped with a delivery note (including a receipt) on behalf of the bank. At the end of the month,
you will receive a collective invoice for all orders. At the beginning of the following month, we transfer the
customer debits via EBICS to the revenue account specified by you. Alternatively, an XML file can be made
available, by means of which the costs can be charged to the customer. The entire settlement process takes
place on behalf of the bank, so the bank continues to act as a service provider to the client.

Your benefits at a glance:
-

More comfort: Your accounting is relieved and does not have to worry about billing
Clearly: with the monthly evaluation you have everything in view and can use them for evaluations

Our just-in-time production
Benefit from our just-in-time production
Order small quantities for your customers before 14:00 clock, then your order is placed on the same day in the
shipping!
Blanks no longer need to be stored in your bank because your customer usually receives the goods the very
next day.

What are small quantities?
Payment slips and transfers can be ordered from 10 pieces.

SEPA checks can be purchased from a minimum order quantity of 25 pieces.
Small orders include all orders under 1000 pieces.

